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Purpose: To investigate ON-pathway versus OFF-pathway dysfunction in glaucoma using handheld elec-
troretinography (ERG) with a temporally modulated sinusoidal flicker stimulus.

Design: Cross-sectional study.
Participants: Fifty-nine participants accounting for 104 eyes, comprised of 19 control eyes, 26 glaucoma

suspect eyes, and 59 glaucoma eyes.
Methods: Participants underwent portable ERG testing, which included the photopic flash, photopic flicker,

photopic negative response stimulus, ON-OFF stimulus, and a custom-written sinusoidal flicker stimulus that was
modulated from 50 to 0.3 Hz.

Main Outcome and Measures: The ERG response amplitudes were measured by the handheld ERG. For
the custom-written sinusoidal flicker stimulus, we derived and compared the log10 first harmonic frequency
response amplitudes. Patient discomfort and fatigue after ERG testing were rated on a scale from 1 to 5

Results: Baseline demographics were not significantly different between groups, except for ocular charac-
teristics. Analysis was performed adjusting for participant age, sex, race, and dilation status, and the sinusoidal
frequency responses were stratified at 10 Hz because higher frequencies are associated with the OFF-pathway,
whereas lower frequencies are associated with the ON-pathway. After stratification, glaucoma eyes showed an
adjusted decrease of 32.1% at frequencies of more than 10 Hz (95% confidence interval [CI], �51.8% to �4.1%;
P ¼ 0.03). For 10 Hz stimulus frequencies or less, an adjusted 11.5% reduction was found (95% CI, �39.5% to
29.1%; P ¼ 0.50). Glaucoma suspect eyes did show a decreased response, but this was not significant at either
frequency range. When comparing handheld ERG with traditional visual field assessments, participants found the
handheld ERG to result in much less discomfort and fatigue.

Conclusions: Our finding that glaucoma participants showed greater decreases in ERG response at higher
frequencies supports the hypothesis that the OFF-pathway may be more vulnerable in human glaucoma. Using a
handheld ERG device with a sinusoidal flicker stimulus may provide an objective assessment of visual function in
glaucoma. Ophthalmology Science 2021;1:100026 ª 2021 by the American Academy of Ophthalmology. This is
an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Glaucoma is a set of progressive optic neuropathies char-
acterized by dysfunction and subsequent death of the retinal
ganglion cells (RGCs), the neurons whose axons comprise
the optic nerve. One major challenge in ameliorating disease
burden is that patients often do not recognize their vision
loss, because approximately 50% of people with glaucoma
do not even know it.1e4 Furthermore, the current gold
standard for visual function assessment involves standard
automated perimetry to quantify the degree of visual field
loss. This test is prone to subjectivity because it relies on the
patient’s ability to respond reliably to visual stimuli and to
suppress their foveation reflex.5,6 Additionally, standard
automated perimetry integrates responses not just from the
retina, but also higher-order visual systems. As a result,
increasing attention has been brought to developing elec-
troretinography (ERG) measures to assess visual function in
glaucoma, because it measures the electric potential spe-
cifically across the retina in response to a visual stimulus.7

Growing evidence from animal models of experimental
glaucoma suggests that differences exist in RGC type
ª 2021 by the American Academy of Ophthalmology
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susceptibility.8e15 Functionally, OFF-pathway RGCs in-
crease their spiking rate to decrements in light stimulus,
whereas ON-pathway RGCs spike in response to increments
of light in their receptive field center. Several lines of evi-
dence from ERG studies support the hypothesis that the
OFF-pathway may be more vulnerable. Transient pattern
electroretinography (PERG) induces a positive response at
50 ms and a negative response at 95 ms. Evidence in both
mouse and nonhuman primate models suggests that each
wave has contributions primarily from the ON- and OFF-
pathway, respectively, although contributions to each wave
overlap.16,17 Glaucoma suspect patients and those with
preperimetric glaucoma were shown to have greater
reductions in the negative PERG peak at 95 ms (N95
peak) compared with the positive PERG peak at 50 ms
(P50 peak).18,19 Moreover, studies measuring the ERG
response from a photopic negative response (PhNR)
stimulus and a sawtooth stimulus found greater reductions
with the stimulus correlating with the OFF-pathway versus
the ON-pathway.20,21 Finally, glaucoma participants
1https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xops.2021.100026
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exhibit decreased temporal contrast sensitivity and flicker
visual evoked potential losses at higher frequencies.22e24

Thus, human glaucoma may be associated with greater
OFF-pathway susceptibility.

A flicker-type stimulus with varying temporal fre-
quencies is a promising method whereby lower frequencies
are associated with the ON-pathway and higher frequencies
are associated with the OFF-pathway.25e27 In the DBA/2J
model of experimental glaucoma, ERG responses were
decreased most notably at higher flicker frequencies.28

Despite this ability to evaluate the ON- and OFF-
pathways, to our knowledge, no studies have modulated
the temporal frequency as an approach to measure
changes in these pathways in the setting of glaucoma.

The purpose of this study was to determine whether a
sinusoidal flicker stimulus modulated between 0.3 and 50
Hz in glaucoma could detect defects in the ON- versus OFF-
pathways in glaucoma, glaucoma suspect, and normal par-
ticipants. We used a handheld ERG device to measure the
response amplitudes to a frequency-modulated sinusoidal
flicker stimulus. The data were stratified from 10 Hz or less
(greater ON-pathway contributions) and more than 10 Hz
(greater OFF-pathway contributions) to examine changes
further at lower versus higher frequencies.

Methods

Participants

This was a cross-sectional study approved by the Institutional
Review Board of the Department of Ophthalmology, University of
California, San Francisco. Participants were recruited from June
2019 through November 2019 at the University of California, San
Francisco, ophthalmology clinics. For sample size calculations,
because limited studies have measured ERG response amplitudes
with a flicker stimulus on a handheld device, we based our cal-
culations on outcome standard deviations from a previous hand-
held ERG study measuring PhNR.29 The number of control and
glaucoma participants needed for an a error of 0.05 and a power
of 0.85 was 17 and 49, respectively. Written informed consent
was obtained from all participants, and testing was carried out
the same day of the patient’s scheduled clinic appointment. This
study was conducted in accordance with the tenets of the
Declaration of Helsinki for research involving human subjects.

In total, 60 participants meeting our inclusion criteria were
recruited to participate in this study; 1 participant was excluded
from analysis because of excessive blinking artifact during the
examination. Inclusion criteria were participants 18 years of age
or older, best-corrected visual acuity of 20/60 or better, and a
spherical refraction within �6.0 diopters. We recruited partici-
pants regardless of dilation status so as to integrate this study
within the normal clinic workflow. Glaucoma participants were
defined as patients with open-angle glaucoma, including normal-
tension glaucoma, pseudoexfoliation, and pigmentary glaucoma.
Participants included had mild, moderate, and severe open-angle
glaucoma, as evidenced by optic nerve damage by either optic
disc or retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) structural abnormalities
or reliable and reproducible visual field abnormalities consistent
with RNFL damage. Visual field defects included persistent
scotoma on at least 2 consecutive standard automated perimetry
tests with less than 33% false-positive results, false-negative re-
sults, and fixation losses. Abnormal disc appearance included
neuroretinal rim thinning, localized or diffuse RNFL defects, disc
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hemorrhages, or progressive narrowing of the neuroretinal rim
with increased cupping, observed with slit-lamp biomicroscopy
and a handheld lens or with spectral-domain OCT imaging
(Optovue, Inc).

A diagnosis of open-angle glaucoma suspect was established by
the presence of a consistently elevated intraocular pressure of more
than 21 mmHg, also known as ocular hypertension, or a suspicious
optic nerve or RNFL in one or both eyes without visual field de-
fects. Finally, control participants were recruited primarily from
comprehensive ophthalmology and optometry practices undergo-
ing cataract evaluation or follow-up and were defined by normal
cup-to-disc ratio without evidence of glaucomatous cupping,
normal visual field test results, or both. Although some control
participants had not undergone a visual field test, we did not
exclude them if they showed normal optic nerves and did not meet
other exclusion criteria.

Electrophysiologic Recording

The RETeval (LKC Technologies), a small, handheld, non-
mydriatic full-field flicker ERG recording system, has been used to
generate visual stimuli and to record ERG responses.29e35 Elec-
troretinography signals were recorded via a skin electrode array
(Sensor Strip; LKC Technologies) placed on the orbital rim of the
lower eyelid. The electrical potentials are DC amplified and digi-
tized (sampling rate, 2 kHz; 0.3-Hz high-pass filters and 300-Hz
low-pass filters). For each patient, we first used Nuprep gel
(Weaver and Company) as a skin abrasive to improve conductivity,
and an alcohol swab was used to remove the gel before placement
of the electrode. These skin RETeval electrodes were shown to be a
robust method to measure retinal potential.30

Patients underwent 5 stimulation protocols, the first 4 of which
are based on the International Standard for Clinical Electrophysi-
ology of Vision protocol with minor modifications,36e38 in the
following order. First, photopic flash was carried out with 30 re-
sponses averaged per eye. Second, photopic flicker (30-Hz fre-
quency) using a square-wave stimulus was carried out. Third,
PhNR stimulus was carried out using a 38-Troland seconds (Td$s)
red flash on a 380-Troland blue background at 3.4 Hz, which was
preceded by 1 minute of blue light adaptation similar to previous
studies29,30; 200 responses were averaged per eye.39 For the first 3
stimuli, the pupil size was measured automatically in real time to
keep a constant flash retinal illuminance (Troland seconds
[Td$s]).40 The handheld ERG device was able to compensate for
pupil diameters ranging from 1.3 to 9 mm. Fourth, ON-OFF
square-wave stimulus using a red stimulus (560 cd/m2 for 209
ms) over green background (160 cd/m2) was carried out; 200 re-
sponses were averaged per eye. Fifth, a custom-written sinusoidal
flicker stimulus (300 cd/m2 peak luminance, 100% contrast),
modulated from 50 to 0.3 Hz (50, 45, 40, 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, 7,
5, 3, 2, 1, 0.7, 0.5, and 0.3 Hz), was carried out. Responses were
averaged 50 to 9 times depending on frequency. Both eyes were
tested (right eye first) unless 1 eye met exclusion criteria or if the
participant declined testing because of time constraints or fatigue.
For protocols 1 through 3, on occasion the participant pupil size
could not be measured by the handheld ERG device, and as a
result, that test could not be performed. For protocols 4 and 5 (ON-
OFF square-wave and sinusoidal flicker stimulus), pupil size was
not measured.

Data Variables

Data from the handheld ERG device was processed using custom-
written MATLAB software (MathWorks, Inc). The generated code
is available on GitHub at https://github.com/UCSFVisionResearch/
RETevalTools. Parameters measured included the a-wave and
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b-wave for the photopic flash stimulus; the average amplitude in
the time domain and the amplitude of the first harmonic in the
frequency domain (calculated transforming data via the discrete
Fourier transform) for the photopic flicker; the PhNR amplitude,
defined as the amplitude from the peak b-wave to the peak,
negative PhNR waveform; and the a-wave, b-wave, and d-wave for
the ON-OFF stimulus. The first harmonic frequency response
amplitudes for the sinusoidal flicker stimulus were calculated.
After the completion of the ERG tests, participants completed a
survey to determine their discomfort and fatigue. Participants were
asked to rate their discomfort and fatigue for Humphrey visual field
(HVF) testing, OCT, and handheld ERG on a Likert scale from 1 to
5, where 1 was low discomfort or fatigue and 5 was high
discomfort or fatigue.

Statistical Methods

For demographic data, we used a 1-way analysis of variance to
compare continuous values among control, glaucoma suspect, and
glaucoma groups. We used a chi-square test for categorical data.
For unadjusted comparisons between different eye types in log10
ERG response, we estimated means and differences stratified by
frequency along with percentile-based 95% confidence intervals
(CIs) using a nonparametric bootstrap that resampled patients with
replacement (1000 iterations). The log10 ERG response was used
to account for the higher magnitude of response at the lower fre-
quency ranges. We estimated differences in response between eye
types stratified by frequencies of more than and less than 10 Hz and
formally tested for interaction using an interaction term between
eye type and more than 10 Hz frequency in a generalized linear
model with robust standard errors clustered on the patient to ac-
count for both eyes tested.41,42 We stratified the data at 10 Hz
because this inflection point represents where the phases of the
ON and OFF components cancel out.43 Although the ON-
pathway may affect the ERG response at a higher frequency, a
greater OFF-pathway contribution occurs at higher frequencies
and greater ON-pathway contribution occurs at lower frequencies.
Adjusted models included participant age, sex, race, and dilation
status. We used the same modeling approach to compare eyes in
photopic flash, flicker, PhNR, and ON-OFF stimuli. Finally, a
ManneWhitney U test was used to compare participant-rated
discomfort and fatigue. We used P < 0.05 for significance. Data
analyses were performed with R software version 4.0.2 (R Foun-
dation for Statistical Computing).

Results

Overall, 59 participants were included for testing and
analysis, and 18 participants only had 1 eye tested. Of
these 18 participants, 1 requested only 1 eye be tested, and
the other participants had 1 eye that met our exclusion
criteria, most commonly because of poor best-corrected
visual acuity, evidence of other retinal diseases, and un-
reliable visual field testing. Additionally, 3 participants,
accounting for 5 glaucoma eyes, ended the test early
because of time constraints. In total, 104 eyes were tested
and analyzed, which included 19 control, 26 glaucoma
suspect, and 59 glaucoma eyes. All 59 glaucoma eyes were
of the primary open-angle glaucoma type, except for 4
eyes, 2 of which were of the pseudoexfoliation type and 2
of which were of the pigmentary type. Because of the
device’s inability to measure some pupils and some par-
ticipants not finishing the testing protocol owing to time
constraints, not all 104 eyes completed each test (Fig 1).
Demographic and ocular data are summarized in Table 1.
No significant differences were found among groups
except for intraocular pressure, mean deviation, RNFL
thickness, and dilated eye status.

Sinusoidal Flicker Stimulus

The log10 ERG response amplitudes were measured as the
sinusoidal flicker stimulus ranged from 0.3 to 50 Hz (Fig
2AeC). We observed a bimodal curve with an inflection
at 10 Hz and a local maximum near 30 Hz. When
comparing the mean difference of the overall curves while
accounting for both eyes tested in the same patient,
glaucoma participants showed a 24.7% decrease (95%
CI, �44.4% to 2.1%; P ¼ 0.07) in ERG amplitude
compared with control participants. When adjusting
further for age, sex, race, and dilation status, this
difference was attenuated slightly with a decrease of
21.8% (95% CI, �44.3% to 9.6%; P ¼ 0.14). Although
glaucoma suspect eyes also demonstrated decreased
amplitudes with an adjusted decrease of 8.8% (95%
CI, �36.3% to 30.3%; P ¼ 0.60), differences were not
statistically significant.

The mean amplitudes were stratified further above and
below 10 Hz (Fig 2D). When adjusting for patient
characteristics, glaucoma eyes (0.630 � 0.027 log10 mV
at � 10 Hz; 0.342 � 0.015 log10 mV at > 10 Hz)
showed a significant reduction in ERG amplitude
response compared with control eyes (0.699 � 0.047
log10 mV at � 10 Hz; 0.525 � 0.024 log10 mV at > 10
Hz) for stimulus frequencies of more than 10 Hz, with a
32.1% decrease (95% CI, �51.8% to �4.1%; P ¼ 0.03).
For 10 Hz stimulus frequencies or less, an 11.5% reduc-
tion (95% CI, �39.5% to 29.1%; P ¼ 0.50) was found,
which was not statistically significant. The interaction P
value for this stratification, which asks whether amplitude
differences between groups at 10 Hz or less versus more
than 10 Hz are different, was 0.12. For glaucoma suspects
(0.691 � 0.041 log10 mV at � 10 Hz; 0.441 � 0.023 log10
mV at > 10 Hz), no significant reduction was found in
ERG amplitude response compared with control partici-
pants at either range with a 17.0% decrease at more than
10 Hz (95% CI, �44.0% to 23.0%; P ¼ 0.35) and a 0.9%
decrease at 10 Hz or less (95% CI, �33.2% to 46.9%; P ¼
0.96). The interaction P value for glaucoma suspect
stratification was P ¼ 0.35.

Within each eye type, no significant differences were
found in the ERG response by dilation status. Compared
with undilated eyes, the ERG response amplitudes of
dilated eyes were 4.7% increased (95% CI, �36.9% to
73.8%; P ¼ 0.82), 8.8% decreased (95% CI, �47.5% to
62.2%; P ¼ 0.76), and 4.7% increased (95% CI, �38.3%
to 73.8%; P ¼ 0.85) for control, glaucoma suspect, and
glaucoma eyes, respectively. When comparing the pupil
size recorded in the first 3 protocols, the pupil size was not
significantly different among the dilated control, dilated
glaucoma suspect, and dilated glaucoma groups (P ¼
0.71). This is true for the undilated group as well (P ¼
0.08).
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Figure 1. Electroretinography (ERG) stimulus paradigms and response. Participants enrolled underwent 5 ERG tests in the order of: (A) photopic flash, (B)
flicker, (C) photopic negative response (PhNR), (D) photopic ON-OFF, and (E) a sinusoidal flicker stimulus that started at 50 Hz and decreased incre-
mentally down to 0.3 Hz. The light stimulus was administered with a handheld ERG device, and the electrical potentials were recorded with a skin
electrode. The number of eyes tested for each protocol is listed.
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When comparing phakic and pseudophakic status, 78.9%
of the control group was pseudophakic compared with
42.3% and 52.5% of the glaucoma suspect and glaucoma
groups. Nonetheless, the lens status did not alter the ERG
response significantly for the control group (18.7% less for
phakic eyes; 95% CI, �81.8% to 255%; P ¼ 0.52), glau-
coma group (24.1% less for phakic eyes: 95% CI, �52.1%
to 16.8%; P ¼ 0.21), or glaucoma group (20.6% less for
phakic eyes; 95% CI, �75.5% to 63.0%; P ¼ 0.63).
Photopic Flash, Flicker, Photopic Negative
Response, and ON-OFF Flash

Although both glaucoma suspect and glaucoma patients
demonstrated decreased ERG responses for the photopic
flash, photopic flicker, PhNR, and ON-OFF stimuli, none
of these differences were statistically significant after
adjusting for participant characteristics (Table 2).

Patient Satisfaction

Participants ranked the handheld ERG device as having
much less discomfort (Fig 3), with an average Likert score
of 1.72 (standard error of the mean [SEM], 0.13)
compared with 2.75 (SEM, 0.18) for the HVF (P <
0.001). Patients rated the handheld ERG device to be
much less fatiguing, with an average score of 1.74 (SEM,
4

0.12) compared with 2.91 (SEM, 0.19) for HVF testing (P
< 0.001).
Discussion

We identified an asymmetric ERG response in glaucoma
patients compared with control participants, in which glau-
coma patients showed a decreased response at higher tem-
poral frequencies of more than 10 Hz, whereas the ERG
response was similar to that of control participants at 10 Hz
or less. This asymmetric response suggests that greater OFF-
pathway susceptibility may occur in glaucoma because the
OFF-pathway has been shown to be correlated with higher
frequencies. Although previous studies have suggested that
humans may have greater OFF-pathway vulnerability,20,21

these studies did not modulate the stimulus frequency.
Consequently, this study supports the hypothesis of OFF-
pathway vulnerability in glaucoma participants using a
temporally modulated sinusoidal flicker stimulus with a
handheld ERG device.

Evidence from animal studies suggests that when using a
flicker stimulus, the ON-pathway is associated with lower
frequencies and the OFF-pathway is associated with higher
frequencies. In nonhuman primates, the addition of 2-
amino-4-phosphonobutyric acid, a noncompetitive gluta-
mate analog that hyperpolarizes ON-pathway bipolar cells,
altered the ERG response at lower frequencies.26 The



Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of Control, Glaucoma Suspect, and Glaucoma Groups

Control Group (n [ 19 Eyes)
Glaucoma Suspect Group

(n [ 26 Eyes)
Glaucoma Group
(n [ 59 Eyes) P Value

Age (yrs)
Mean (SD) 69.4 (11.4) 70.9 (10.8) 70.3 (12.8) 0.91*
Range 52e92 43e89 29e90

Female sex (%) 52.6 69.2 47.5 0.18y

Race (%) 0.18y

White 84.2 57.7 57.6
Asian 5.3 26.9 32.2
Black 10.5 15.4 10.2

HTN (%) 36.8 57.7 54.2 0.33y

DM (%) 5.3 30.8 13.6 0.05y

IOP (mmHg)
Mean (SD) 13.6 (2.6) 16.9 (3.6) 13.6 (3.3) 0.001*
Range 9e17 10e27 8e24

BCVA (logMAR)
Mean (SD) 0.117 (0.142) 0.074 (0.102) 0.097 (0.126) 0.51*
Range 0e0.398 0e0.301 0e0.477

Spherical refraction (diopters)
Mean (SD) e0.95 (1.99) e0.09 (1.67) e1.02 (2.25) 0.28*
Range e5.12e1.25 e4.50 to 2.50 e5.63 to 2.75

Mean deviation (dB)
Mean (SD) e1.85 (3.15) e5.41 (5.77) 0.02*
Range e11.3 to 1.22 e26.49 to 0.94

RNFL thickness (mm)
Mean (SD) 87.3 (8.6) 75.5 (14.1) <0.001*
Range 72e104 35e105

Dilation status (%) 73.7 42.3 20.3 <0.001y

BCVA ¼ best-corrected visual acuity; DM ¼ diabetes mellitus; HTN ¼ hypertension; IOP ¼ intraocular pressure; logMAR ¼ logarithm of the minimum
angle of resolution; RNFL ¼ retinal nerve fiber layer; SD ¼ standard deviation; Bolded P values < 0.05.
*Analysis of variance.
yChi-square test.
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addition of cis-2,3-piperidinedicarboxylic acid after the
addition of 2-amino-4-phosphonobutyric acid, which in-
hibits OFF-pathway activity and higher-order neurons,
affected the ERG response at higher frequencies.26 In
addition, mouse models with deficits in the OFF cone bi-
polar cells showed diminished ERG responses at higher
frequencies of more than 18 Hz.25 This line of thought was
supported further in a genetic mouse model of experimental
glaucoma in which researchers found a greater deficit of the
ERG response amplitude at higher frequencies.28 Our study
similarly showed preferential reduction at higher
frequencies, although further studies to characterize the
specific frequency ranges that correlate with the ON- and
OFF-pathways in humans are warranted.

The greater ERG amplitude reduction at higher fre-
quencies also is consistent with other studies that incorpo-
rated a sinusoidal flicker stimulus in various psychophysical
and electroretinographic methods. Although several studies
using flicker stimuli focused on parameters such as higher-
order harmonics,44 several groups found contrast sensitivity
loss at higher frequencies in glaucoma patients.22,45

Holopigian et al46 similarly showed greater reductions for
flicker ERG and visual evoked potential responses at
frequencies of 10, 30, 40, and 50 Hz in glaucoma
patients. Additional flicker visual evoked potential studies
showed response attenuation to be directly proportional to
the severity of visual field loss.23,24 These studies
corroborate our findings of greater OFF-pathway vulnera-
bility at higher frequencies, although at the time these
studies were carried out, it was not known that OFF gan-
glion cells are more vulnerable in experimental glaucoma.

Although evidence exists that PhNR may be sensitive at
detecting early functional changes,18,20,47e49 we did not find
significant decreases in amplitude in the glaucoma partici-
pants. This may be because the amplitudes are attenuated in
a handheld ERG device, because previous studies showed
that the handheld device was able to detect PhNR changes
better for moderate to advanced glaucoma, defined as a
mean deviation of e6 dB or worse.30,50 Most of the current
glaucoma patients had mild disease with a mean deviation of
more than e6 dB. Thus, the fact that we did not find a
significant reduction in PhNR could imply that measuring
the PhNR with a handheld ERG device is not sensitive
enough to pick up subtle changes in mild glaucoma,
although it is also possible that the interstimulus
frequency in our PhNR protocol can be optimized further
to identify these differences.31,51 Additionally, further
modifications to the PhNR stimulus, such as using a long-
step flash, may provide better separation of ON and OFF
responses.20,52

Interestingly, we did not identify a difference between
glaucoma suspect and control participants in this study.
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Figure 2. Electroretinography (ERG) amplitude response to the sinusoidal flicker stimulus. A handheld ERG device was used to generate the ERG
amplitude response curve. A, B, Representative raw ERG response tracings for control, glaucoma suspect, and glaucoma eyes at 25 Hz and 5 Hz. C, Log10
response amplitudes (in microvolts) of the principal harmonic were plotted with 95% confidence intervals against the sinusoidal frequencies (hertz), which
ranged from 0.3 to 50 Hz. D, The authors stratified the data at 10 Hz, and a greater reduction was found in the ERG response at frequencies of more than 10
Hz for glaucoma patients, while adjusting for participant age, sex, race, and dilation status. Glaucoma suspects showed no difference at either frequency
range.

Table 2. Recorded Electroretinography Response Amplitudes for the Photopic Flash, Photopic Flicker, Photopic Negative Response, and
Long-Duration ON-OFF Stimuli

Electroretinography Type/Measurement Control Amplitude Response (mV)

Glaucoma Suspect Eyes Glaucoma Eyes

Amplitude Response (mV) P Value Amplitude Response (mV) P Value

Photopic flash
a-wave (SEM) 6.53 (0.73) 5.63 (0.44) 0.63 4.77 (0.27) 0.35
b-wave (SEM) 24.39 (2.61) 24.59 (2.01) 0.74 19.65 (1.05) 0.66

Photopic flicker
Average amplitude (SEM) 24.01 (2.65) 20.46 (1.81) 0.73 18.44 (1.06) 0.62
First harmonic amplitude (SEM) 8.51 (0.71) 7.32 (0.54) 0.55 6.64 (0.38) 0.40

Full-field PhNR
PhNR (SEM) 18.39 (1.34) 17.87 (1.26) 0.92 15.63 (0.87) 0.57

ON-OFF stimulus
a-wave (SEM) 6.53 (0.52) 5.63 (0.40) 0.71 4.77 (0.24) 0.81
b-wave (SEM) 11.11 (0.88) 10.91 (0.78) 0.99 10.57 (0.56) 0.99
d-wave (SEM) 6.93 (1.00) 5.87 (0.54) 0.60 5.67 (0.42) 0.92

PhNR ¼ photopic negative response; SEM ¼ standard error of the mean.
Statistical analysis was carried adjusting for age, sex, race, and eye dilation status.

Ophthalmology Science Volume 1, Number 2, June 2021
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Figure 3. Bar graphs showing participant-rated discomfort and fatigue.
Participants rated their (A) discomfort and (B) fatigue after Humphrey
visual field (HVF) testing and handheld electroretinography (ERG) on a
Likert scale from 1 to 5 after the handheld ERG test. Scores of 4 or 5 were
combined to signify a large amount, whereas a rating of 3, 2, or 1 repre-
sented moderate, little, or no discomfort or fatigue, respectively. P < 0.001.
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Although glaucoma suspects did show decreased ERG re-
sponses, these differences were not significant. Previous
flicker ERG studies also did not show a significant change in
the ERG response for participants with ocular hyperten-
sion.46 Other stimulus methods such as PERG are able to
show differences in glaucoma suspects18,19 and that
changes on PERG may precede visual field or RNFL
thickness changes.53,54 This may illustrate further a
limitation of the handheld ERG device and possibly the
sinusoidal flicker stimulus paradigm. Future work should
investigate how alternative stimuli such as PERG may
provide better sensitivity for detecting differences in
glaucoma suspects.

The results from the photopic flash, photopic flicker, and
ON-OFF stimulus largely were consistent with previous
studies. The a-wave and b-wave have been shown to be no
different between glaucoma patients and control participants
using both traditional and handheld ERG in humans,20,31,55,56

and the photopic flicker was not shown to be sensitive to
changes in glaucoma using multifocal ERG.57 Evidence
exists that the d-wave from the ON-OFF stimulus is derived
from the OFF-pathway,58,59 and the d-wave was diminished
in a nonhuman primate model of glaucoma.60 Nevertheless,
in humans, the d-wave has been shown to have both ON-
and OFF-pathway contributions,27 and Horn et al20

demonstrated that the d-wave amplitude actually increased
in glaucoma patients. We demonstrated that the d-wave
amplitude was not decreased significantly in glaucoma
versus control eyes, but future work is needed to determine
if the d-wave is altered in more advanced stages of glaucoma.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to incorporate a
frequency-modulated sinusoidal flicker stimulus with a
handheld ERG device to measure the ON- and OFF-
pathway in glaucoma. Previous studies using the handheld
ERG device primarily focused on using PhNR to assess
glaucoma status.29e31,50 We therefore were able not only to
distinguish the ON and OFFcomponents better, but we also
provided a proof of concept that a portable, handheld device
could be implemented into a normal clinic flow with
participants being tested either shortly before or after
being seen by a provider. Participants also found the
handheld ERG device to result in less discomfort and
fatigue compared with HVF testing, suggesting that a
handheld ERG device with a sinusoidal flicker stimulus
may be implemented readily in future clinical studies to
assess its potential as a possible screening or diagnostic tool.

Limitations of our study include the disparity in the
number of dilated patients in each group. Our study
emphasized integrating the handheld ERG device into the
flow of a busy clinic. We enrolled participants regardless
of dilation status, resulting in an imbalance of dilated
participants between groups, which could affect result
interpretation significantly. Although the handheld ERG
device could account for pupil size to give constant
luminescence for some of the protocols,40 dilated pupils
may increase the ERG response amplitude artificially.
However, we accounted for dilation status in our
statistical model, and adjustment for dilation along with
other covariates did not markedly change the estimates.
Furthermore, no significant difference in the ERG
amplitude based on dilation status alone was found
within each eye type. The ERG response amplitudes also
are attenuated when using the skin electrodes compared
with traditional ERG electrodes.30 However, this makes
the difference found at higher ERG sinusoidal
frequencies more meaningful because the handheld ERG
remained capable of identifying these changes, thus
supporting our hypothesis that the OFF-pathway is more
affected in glaucoma. In addition, this finding was
observed in a mixed group of dilated and undilated
participants. Finally, regarding the sinusoidal flicker
stimulus, the lower frequencies require longer testing to
complete a full cycle. This introduces a greater chance
of blink artifacts and foveation defects that may distort
the ERG responses collected, especially at lower
frequency stimuli, where greater variability in the
responses exists. This could explain the attenuation of
the interaction P value between glaucoma patients and
control participants, which warrants further investigation
with a larger sample.

In summary, we used a handheld ERG device and a si-
nusoidal flicker stimulus to demonstrate that glaucoma pa-
tients show greater reductions in ERG amplitudes at higher-
frequency stimuli. This corroborates a growing body of
evidence in animal models suggesting the same, and this
asymmetric response potentially reflects greater OFF-
pathway vulnerability in glaucoma. Nevertheless, further
investigations are needed to characterize better the specific
7
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frequency ranges that correlate with the ON- and OFF-
pathways in humans, which could result in the development
of improved objective visual function assessment in
glaucoma.
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